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Pricing Intelligence Goes to wAr
Pricing becomes a critical weapon in battle for value-conscious shoppers
Retail is simple: Buy in bulk for a low price and sell in singles
for a higher price. This is a close paraphrasing of a comment
made by one of the smarter men in retail, however I left out an
important insight he added at the end: “But, god, we make it
complicated,” noted Bob Willett, former president of Best Buy
International and CIO of Best Buy. Willett’s definition of retail
comes from being a veteran who has dealt with numerous challenges throughout a long career.
But it is doubtful that Willett, or even John Wanamaker,
Henry Field or George Selfridge for that matter, could ever have
anticipated the technology-fueled fierceness of the retail pricing wars raging today. Using sophisticated pricing intelligence
and management tools retailers are implementing price changes
(mostly online) that number in the tens of thousands per week.
Industry research indicates Best Buy and Walmart are implementing price changes in excess of 50,000 times per month.
And then there is Amazon. Initial analysis reported that
Amazon was changing prices every 10 minutes, which sounds

like a lot but turns out to be a huge understatement. Every 10
microseconds is closer to the truth. Amazon, according to hard
evidence gathered by scraping the Internet, implemented more
than 3 million price changes daily during the 2013 holidays.
The pricing war is a perfect topic for an RIS News custom
research study, so we polled retailers in November and found
the vast majority do not yet have sophisticated pricing intelligence software in place.
However, it is significant to note that more than one-fifth of
retailers (22.6%) currently have pricing intelligence tools and
are actively using them. This is surprising because most of the
retail technology studies done in the last 18 months do not
even mention pricing intelligence or dynamic pricing as an area
of examination, which means it has largely been adopted in
stealth mode by savvy retailers who have clearly gotten a jump
on their competitors. (See Figure 1.)
This will not last long, according to data in this study, because 6.5% of retailers plan to add pricing intelligence software

Right-Pricing with Price Intelligence
Retail is a $4 trillion U.S. market in which shoppers can check
competitive pricing on their smartphone, and directly buy
online, in under a minute. Pricing is the biggest influencer
on consumer buying decisions, and with the advent of almost
complete price transparency in retail, price comparisons and
showrooming have become nearly ubiquitous. Consequently,
retailers that are overpriced lose the sale and the customer, and
those that are underpriced give away critical margin, affecting
their overall profitability. As such, retailers are in dire need
of competitive pricing information that can help them better
understand the market landscape, and optimally price their
products.
360pi helps top retailers compete and win in this increasingly
price transparent market. 360pi actively monitors millions
of products from hundreds of retailer websites and delivers
price intelligence for exact and similar matched products with
unprecedented accuracy. 360pi’s retail clients benefit from
real-time visibility into the market and full awareness of the
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competitive pricing landscape to “right-price” to consumers.
Ultimately, 360pi’s customers make smarter pricing decisions
that drive increased conversions, revenues, margins and
customer loyalty.
360pi’s customer base of “brick-and-mortar,” e-commerce,
and multichannel retailers accounts for over $100 billion in
annual U.S. retail sales and, includes Ace Hardware, Best Buy
Canada, build.com, Crutchfield, Overstock and REI among
others. In addition to serving many of the world’s leading
retailers, 360pi continues to attract significant interest from
business partners such as IBM’s Smarter Commerce team, with
which 360pi delivers an integrated price intelligence solution
that is already in use at several leading retailers.
info@360pi.com
613 562 2525
1 855 360 0075
http://www.360pi.com
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Status of Price Intelligence Software
in the next six months and a huge 29%
plan to add it within 12 months.
Pricing strategy took on a heightened
sense of urgency in the showrooming
era, which emerged as a major concern
for brick-and-mortar retailers two years
ago. As online comparison engines become more sophisticated, retailers discovered they were losing sales within
their own four walls to online websites
accessed through mobile phones or mobile apps. Customers were looking at
products in stores and then using smartphones to search for lower prices.
Shoppers have always searched for
the best deals, but new pricing engines
emerged that were optimized for smartphones and it became ridiculously easy
for online-only retailers to entice shoppers
with low prices while they were standing
in a brick-and-mortar store. Since most
retailers were not equipped with realtime pricing intelligence or the ability to
dynamically change prices at high speeds,
showrooming opened up a new theater of
competition in the retail marketplace.
But that was then and this is now.
Retailers have adopted a war-time footing against showrooming and fought
back hard. They upped their game in
the pricing war by focusing on getting
prices right the first time (chosen by
64.5% as the best way to combat showrooming). This not only enables them
to hit goals for sales and margins, but
it also ensures they are within a pre-set
range of their competitors’ prices.
Other strategies retailers use to combat showrooming include (See Figure 2.):
• Creating in-store price-matching
capability (51.6%). In some cases, this
means giving store managers the authorization to match prices for select products against select competitors as well
as within established ranges. In other
cases, it means providing sales associates with the tools to match prices without manager authorization.
• Creating customer-specific promotions (35.3%). Personalizing offers
to customers based on such factors as
previous purchases, search patterns and
social graph profiles increases conver-
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No plans

41.9%

Plan to deploy within 12 months

29%
22.6%

Deployed today
Plan to deploy within 6 months

6.5%
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Best Chain-Wide Pricing Strategies to Combat Showrooming
64.5%

Get prices right the first time online and in-store
Create in-store price matching capability

51.6%

Create customer-specific promotions

35.5%

Focus on selling exclusives and private label

35.5%

Dynamic pricing

35.5%

Arm retail associates with real-time competitive price intelligence

22.6%

No response to showrooming needed

6.5%

Focus only on online price matching

6.5%
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Which Department Is Setting Prices?

26.7%
Marketing

53.3%
Merchandising

10%
Combination of
both merchandising
and marketing
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What Sources of Data Contribute to Pricing Intelligence?
56.7%

Web-crawling/scraping

46.7%

Third-party data services (Nielsen, NPD)
Competitive flyers

43.3%
20%

Mystery shoppers
Internal aggregators

10%
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Rate Impact of Dynamc Pricing on Pillars of Retail
sion rates and nurtures loyalty.
• Focusing on selling exclusive and
private label products (35.5%). Developing an assortment of products found
nowhere else defeats showrooming and
helps establish a differentiated identity
in the marketplace.
• Dynamic pricing, the ability to
change prices on the fly, is both an offensive and defensive way to combat
showrooming, which was chosen by
35.5% of retailers. Amazon and Walmart
attempt to set the pricing bar as low as
possible on select products to capture
market share. They use dynamic pricing
tools to do it on specific days, at specific
times and in specific locations, as well
as responding quickly to competitors’
surprises.

Profit Margins

4.0

Customer Satisfaction

3.9

Sales

3.9

Competitive Advantage

3.8

Conversions

3.7

Brand Image

3.6
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How Frequently Should Prices Be Enabled to Change?

Real-time (no limit)
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26.7%
13.3%

Weekly
More than a day

10%

2-4 hours

10%
6.7%

Within the hour

3.3%

Monthly

Who’s in Charge?
Setting prices is still clearly the realm of
the merchandising department, according to study data. When asked to name
the department that sets prices within
their organizations a majority (53%) said
it was the merchandising department.
This makes sense because merchandisers control assortments, purchase products and, importantly, we can’t forget
that these executives are incented to
maximize margins. (See Figure 3.)
However, a sizable group of retailers
(26.7%) say the marketing department
sets prices, which also makes sense because marketing is responsible for sales
and brand management (of which price
image is a large part).
Today, just 10% of retailers say pricing
is managed by a combination of both the
merchandising and marketing departments, which also clearly makes sense as
the ultimate go-forward strategy. Pricing
is so essential to sales efforts and brand
image that it is logical that marketing
would want a seat at the pricing table.
In the age of dynamic pricing, leading
retailers will be smart to give it to them.
As retailers ramp up their pricing
skill sets they are increasingly using
sophisticated tools. Gone are the days
when low-level employees or interns are
tasked to check competitive prices or

26.7%

Daily
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How Should the Price Changing Approval Process be Managed?

71%

Hybrid of automated and manual
Manual with one executive in charge
Fully automated
Manual with multiple executives in charge

when retailers rely on reports from mystery shoppers. Today, most retailers use
web-crawling or scraping tools (56.7%)
to get real-time pricing information. Another widely used source of pricing data
is delivered by third-party data service
firms such as Nielsen and NPD (used by
46.7% of retailers).
Data from web-crawling tools and
third-party services are provided to retailers in easily consumable formats that
enable them to flow it into their merchandising and marketing solutions.
This not only makes it easy use but also
sharply increases the speed that the information can be used. Unstructured
data collected from mystery shoppers
or aggregated from flyers is difficult to
use and too slow in the digital age. (See
Figure 4.)

12.9%
6.5%
3.2%

Dynamic Pricing
What happens to your business when
you change prices hundreds or thousands of times daily? The answer to this
question is being discovered by retailers
right now.
The number one impact dynamic
pricing has on a retail business is on
profit margins, according to respondents
who gave it a 4.0 rating out of a maximum of five. Since most price changes
are reductions intended to stimulate
sales or meet competitive pressures,
the result will be a squeeze on profit
margins. Inevitably, this will become a
source of tension between the merchandising and marketing departments, and
a motivating force to implement closer
collaboration between the departments.
(See Figure 5.)
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Policies for Managing Frequent Price Changes in Stores
All other impacts tracked in the study
have strong positive benefits, including:
customer satisfaction (3.9), sales (3.9),
competitive advantage (3.8) and conversions (3.7).
The question of frequency is another
critical question all retailers will have to
address. Regardless of past practices or
tradition, it is clear that retail has entered the world of daily price changes.
The two largest groups of retailers say
their price changes should be made daily (26.7%) or in real-time with no limit
on the number of changes (26.7%).
Of those who make price changes every day, 10% do it at least once per day,
10% do it every two to four hours, and
6.7% do it every hour. Only 13.3% said
they do it weekly, which can’t be considered dynamic pricing in the Internet
age. (See Figure 6.)
The 2013 holiday season was greeted with online offers of $9 computer
monitors and $100 cans of Lysol from
Walmart and $9.99 widescreen TVs
from Best Buy. These were huge mistakes that resulted in bad headlines and
big losses.
These glitches were fixed quickly,
but they raise a question about what
process retailers should use to set price
changes. Should it be manual or automated, and should one executive be in
charge or multiple, say one each from
merchandising and marketing?
According to study data, the vast majority of retailers (71%) use a hybrid approach
that involves automated technology and
manual price changes. This is no surprise,
because data is just zeros and ones to a
computer. Putting a dollar sign in front
of the zeros and ones and understanding
the implications is firmly in the realm of
manual supervisors. (See Figure 7.)
Most of the discussion about dynamic pricing refers to prices on websites.
Change a price online and the change
occurs everywhere in the world there
is an Internet connection. Changing
prices in stores is an entirely different
matter. For the vast majority of retailers
(those without electronic shelf tags) it
is a time-consuming, manual and costly
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46.7%

Change prices no more than once a week
Honor website prices in stores in real-time

20%

Change prices as frequently as websites

16.7%

Change prices no more than once a day

10%

Enable store shoppers to order from website 3.3%
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Which Type of Solution Will You Use for Dynamic Pricing
6.7%
Other

16.7%
Packaged Software

40%
36.7%

Cloud or SaaS
solution

Internally built
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Important Attributes to Use for Dynamic Pricing
73.3%

Competitive pressure
53.3%

Average margin
Geographic location

50%

Supply of product

46.7%

Time

46.7%

Basement price

43.3%

Ceiling price

40%

Sales channel (store, online, etc.)

36.7%

Market share
Customer segment
Inventory turn
Loss leader

process.(See Figure 8.)
And yet, stores have to remain relevant in the world of dynamic pricing.
How are retailers responding? They are
using several techniques to maintain
competitiveness. At the top of the list is
to honor website prices in stores in realtime (chosen by 20%). This means that
whenever the retailer’s website changes
prices the stores are automatically au-

33.3%
33.3%
26.7%
23.3%

thorized to match them.
Many retailers, the largest block at
46.7%, still do not operate at Internet
speed and recommend changing store
prices only once per week, but this is a
minority approach when compared to the
aggregate of speedier options. Increasing
the frequency of price changes is in the
future for all brick-and-mortar stores. It
is just a question of how to execute it.
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Annual Revenue

16.1%
> $5 billion

Dynamic Pricing Technology
Since it is clear that dynamic pricing has
altered the center of gravity in retailing,
every retailer will be forced to respond
with the use of new technology. The
largest group of retailers, according to
study data, is planning to use a cloud or
SaaS solution (40%) to enable dynamic
pricing. This makes sense because the
online channel readily accommodates
cloud-based, plug-in applications. (See
Figure 9.)
The second largest group (36.7%)
plans to use internally built applications, which is a frequent reaction by retailers who understand their own internal IT architecture better than anyone.
Just 16.7% say they plan to use packaged
software, which means purchasing a license as opposed to a cloud subscription.
Since the discipline of dynamic pricing
is new it is likely there are relatively few
packaged software options available to
retailers today. This could change as software providers catch up to the rising retailer interest in dynamic pricing.
The motivation for creating a skill
set in dynamic pricing is clear – competitive pressure, which was chosen by
73.3% of retailers. (See Figure 10.)
Drilling beneath the surface we
wanted to find out what attributes retailers believe are most important when
setting parameters for using their dynamic pricing tools. These include:
• Average margin (53.3%) – average margin must be achieved to ensure
profitability of each product as well as
across the product line.
• Geographic location (50%) – there
is no reason to abandon localized pricing
in the digital world, although it has to
be done with more sophistication since
websites create a new level of customer
transparency. Used properly, there are
actually new opportunities to get even
more granular with local pricing.
• Supply of product (46.7%) – under-supply offers the opportunity to
raise prices to drive up profit margin
and over-supply offers motivation to
lower prices to move slow movers more
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6.5%

35.5%

$ 1 billion to $5 billion

< $100 million

25.8%
$500 million
to $1 billion

16.1%
$100 million
to $500 million
FIGURE 12

Sales in Last 12 Months

22.58%

25.8%
Increased
> 5%

Decreased

48.39%
Increased Up to 5%

quickly.
• Time (46.7%) – timing is everything in successful comedy and in dynamic pricing.
• Basement price (43.3%) – there
has to be an absolute low price and it
has to be set in stone.
• Ceiling price (40%) – setting an
upper price is also essential to avoid
customer dissatisfaction.
Managing attributes by channel is
not high on the priority list when creating a dynamic pricing strategy, which
is a sign that retailers are really shifting
to an omnichannel future or, perhaps
more accurately, a no-channel future.

Methodology
This study was conducted during the
month of November and only senior executives from national or large regional
retailers were invited to participate.
The results do not include responses
from any store-level, field-level or regional employees. Only responses from

headquarters-level staff were included.
Single-store retailers or small retailers
were not invited to participate.

Conclusion
Pricing battles have been raging forever in retail, running the gamut from
hot combat to cold war. However, new
weaponry has entered the field of battle
now that sophisticated pricing intelligence software and dynamic pricing
capabilities have come of age.
One of the major findings in the
study is that leading retailers have adopted these new pricing tools in stealth
mode over the past 18 months and a sizable number (22.6%) are actively using
them.
Today, these fast-moving retailers
have an edge on their competitors, but
it will not last long. More than one-third
of retailers (35.5%) plan to add sophisticated pricing capabilities in the next 12
months and increase their firepower in
the ongoing war. RIS

